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Designed to inspire

The bedroom is your place for contemplation,

We don’t believe limited space, awkward
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a room for relaxation, a sanctuary of quiet

footprints and varying house types should

Classic Bedframe
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and stillness.

compromise your bedroom style.

Chests of drawers
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Stack. Store. Display.
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In addition to our neutral colour palette, we

Your bedroom furniture should seamlessly

Finishing touches
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have introduced a textured Oak effect finish

balance design and functionality, and with

to our classic collection, adding a warmer

that in mind, our new Oak and bed range

THE FULL KINDRED COLLECTION 34 - 35

option to our range.

combines beautifully finished classic furniture,

		

Our four exciting new bedroom styles show

with fresh, engaging style.
how you can use our Oak palette to achieve
a variation of contemporary looks that will
prove timeless and tasteful.
For the perfect finishing touches and to
complement our bedroom ranges we have
also introduced a classic bedframe, helping to
create the ultimate sanctuary.

K I N D R E D / AN INTRODUCTION

A room for you

A decadent twist on a classic Shaker door style, Chapter draws inspiration from
Edwardian and Victorian design. Chapter Oak, portrays the perfect combination of
elegance and nostalgia.The simple profile, ornate beading and warm Oak texture all
help create a charming interior, from classically romantic, to country retreat.

Style 4

Style 5

Oak
Master bedroom

Oak
Master bedroom

To see our other styles please see our Classic Collection brochure or visit kindred.co.uk

CHAPTER
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CHAPTER / STYLE 4

S TYLE 4
Created with Oak and our classic bedframe

COUNTRY RETREAT
Rustic yet restored, Style 4 combines maximum
storage with a rich inviting colour scheme that
helps maintain a warm and cosy atmosphere.
Fitting the wardrobes into the corner with a
bespoke dressing table, demonstrates the perfect
example of maximising space within a snug cottage
environment.Tailored towards country living, this
bedroom is the epitome of a country retreat.
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CHAPTER / STYLE 4

1
1. Linen internal shelves
2. Oak custom fit desk
3. Corner wardrobe with Oak custom fit desk
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CHAPTER / STYLE 5

S TYLE 5
Created with Oak

CLASSICALLY ROMANTIC
Impactful yet graceful, Style 5 shows how you can have
wall-to-wall storage, without overpowering the space.
The delicate pastel colours coupled with the warm texture
of Oak creates a timeless, yet opulent bedroom.The feature
storage boxes add height and grandeur to the design, whilst
the subtle step of the breakfront ensures the space is not
overwhelmed. Inspired by the architecture of a traditional
property, this bedroom portrays true romance.
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CHAPTER / STYLE 5

1. Oak internal stackable drawers and shelves
2. Window seat created with Oak feature storage boxes

1

2

The beauty of Origin is in its simplicity.The crisp Shaker design, coupled with its Oak
woodgrain effect finish, allows the range to sit comfortably in both modern and period
homes.With clean lines that perfectly complement an array of interior styles, Origin
Oak is the versatile choice when it comes to creating a bedroom that’s unique to you.

Style 5

Style 6

Oak
Master bedroom

Oak
Master bedroom

To see the other styles please see our Classic Collection brochure or visit kindred.co.uk

ORIGIN
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ORIGIN
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ORIGIN / STYLE 5

S TYLE 5
Created with Oak

COOL & COLLECTED
Taking influence from Scandinavian design, Style 5
uses linear lines and graphical prints to inject personality
into a basic modern footprint. Combining Oak with
creative design portrays a truly contemporary look.
With an eclectic mix of accessories, bold wall colours and
statement lighting, this bedroom is the definition of cool.
An evolution of Oak, understated yet expressive.
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ORIGIN / STYLE 5
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3

1. Wardrobes showing Oak stackable drawer externally
2. Oak stackable drawer as a floating bedside
3. New handle from the Definitive collection
4. Custom dressing table created with Oak stackable drawer and Oak accessories
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ORIGIN / STYLE 6

S TYLE 6
Created with Oak

A TOUCH OF LUXE
With a balance of luxury and order, Style 5 takes influence from
boutique hotel design to create a lavish master bedroom in a
smaller apartment. By incorporating a bookcase into the design,
the wardrobes fit seamlessly into the limited space available.
The opulent colour palette of deep blue, metallic silver and crisp
whites, cleverly unite classic woodgrain with contemporary
luxury.The perfect example of hotel chic.
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ORIGIN / STYLE 6

1
1. Oak 2+2 chest of drawers
2. Handle detail from Boutique collection
3. Oak 2 drawer bedside
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Creating the perfect bedroom doesn’t stop with choosing a particular range. Our collection
offers various ways to customise your bedroom and add personality to any style.
From the introduction of our new classic bedframe, handles, mirror doors and an array of
internal options, the opportunities to personalise are endless.

Classic Bedframe.

Stack.Store.Display.

Chests of Drawers.

Mirror doors & finishing touches.
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COM PLETE TH E LOOK

COMPLETE
TH E LOOK

CLASSIC BEDFRAME
To finish your dream bedroom and for the perfect night’s sleep,
our classic bedframe has been specifically designed to work with our
classic ranges, in both double and king size. Available in Porcelain,
Stone and Partridge grey with an accent Oak detail, this solid
wood bedframe is the perfect addition to any Kindred bedroom.
View all colour options at Kindred.co.uk

Partridge
Grey

Stone

BEDS
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Porcelain

1

2
1. Classic bedframe shown in Stone 2. Accent Oak headboard detail 3. Classic bedframe shown in Porcelain
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CHESTS OF DRAWERS
Our elegant range of Oak classic chests complement any
bedroom style without compromising on space.These
beautifully crafted pieces of furniture can integrate with
the wardrobes, or stand alone.Whether it’s a dressing
table solution or custom-made desk, the classic chest range
can be tailored to suit your needs.
View our full internal storage options at kindred.co.uk
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CH E ST OF D RAWE R S
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1. Oak 3 drawer bedside chest with new handle from Boutique handle collection
2. Oak custom fit desk displayed as a dressing table
3. Oak 2+2 chest of drawers
4. Oak 2 drawer bedside with handle from the Character collection

1. Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
2. Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
3. Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
4. Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
5. Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
6. Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
7. Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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STACK.
STORE.
DISPLAY.
To create the perfect wardrobe, planning starts from within. Clever, flexible
and beautiful in design, our wardrobe internal accessories have been carefully
considered to work around your needs. Available in Walnut, Oak and Linen effect
finishes, choose from stackable drawers, accent shelves, drawer organisers, shoe
storage and pigeon hole units. Alternatively, make a bespoke internal solution,
tailored to your personal needs.
View our full internal storage options at kindred.co.uk
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S TA C K . S T O R E . D I S P L AY.
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1. Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
2. Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
3. Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
4. Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
5. Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
6. Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
7. Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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1. Linen stackable drawer 2. Oak deep stackable drawers (shown internally) and shallow stackable drawer (shown externally) 3. Linen stackable drawers and additional Linen shelves 4. Additional Linen shelf
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FINISHING TOUCHES
It’s the added detail that can make a big impact to your
bedroom. Our new handle choices ensure you have the
perfect accompaniment to your Oak bedroom.
Our full collection also offers an extensive choice of
handles to enhance both classic and modern styles.
Choose from our ranges: Urban, Definitive, Boutique,
Precision and Character.
For our full range of handles visit kindred.co.uk
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NEW TO DEFINITIVE

5

NEW TO CHARACTER
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FI N I S H I NG TOUCH E S

NEW TO BOUTIQUE

2
1. Handle from the Boutique collection 2,3. New handles to the Definitive collection

3

6
4,5. New handles to the Character collection 6. New handle to the Boutique collection

TH E F U LL K I N D R E D C O LLE CTI O N
Whether you are inspired by timeless classic design, or seek modern simplicity and function, the full Kindred collection
demonstrates an array of creative options and room designs to complement your own individual style.
Pick up our classic and modern brochures, or visit kindred.co.uk to see the full collection.

MODERN
ESKER

FLOW

“
Designed to inspire.
Simple to fit.
Made for real life.
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We take great care in the photography of the product featured. However, there may be slight variables between
photographic and print processes, colours may vary slightly from the actual product supplied. Copyright Kindred Living Limited.
For more information on our service and warranty please contact your local retailer.
Visit us online at Kindred.co.uk

